Recent advances in the molecular genetics of malignant melanoma.
The study of the molecular basis for sporadic and inherited melanoma has rapidly moved forward over the past several years. The crucial observation that chromosome 9p21 abnormalities occurred with high frequency in sporadic melanomas, coupled with the molecular demonstration of common 9p21 LOH, led investigators to focus on this region. Examinations of patterns of inherited susceptibility to melanoma established 9p21 as the site of the MLM locus. The localization of the CDK inhibitor CDKN2 to the region enabled the demonstration of its alteration in numerous sporadic solid tumours. Most importantly, the gene has been implicated in the pathogenesis of both inherited and sporadic melanoma. Much work needs to be done to further our understanding of the prevalence of CDKN2 mutations and the prognoses they confer. In addition, continued avenues of investigation are likely to involve further application of this approach to other regions of genomic instability in melanoma, especially chromosomes 1, 6 and 10.